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No longer torn between the billionaire and the biker, Bee has claimed her man, branding his skin with her
scent, his soul with her care. He’s her ideal choice, building passion within her she didn’t know existed,
supporting her dreams, and willing to do anything for her.

But is she the ideal choice for him?

An early-morning surprise attack and the arrival of a beautiful, witty, and regrettably nice rival make Bee
question her decision. Does she step aside, forgoing her forever to ensure her man’s survival, or does she risk
his life and her heart on love?
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From Reader Review Sinful Rewards 9: A Billionaires and Bikers
Novella for online ebook

Kim Ginsberg says

Holy hell, this series keep getting better and better!!!! I can't wait for the rest of the series!!!! Follow along as
Bee tries to navigate through what has become of her life with what Nicolas said the night before in front of
camera phones which captured everything. The media frenzy that follows is crazy! Poo Bee isn't even
allowed to leave the condo. What happens when Friendly gives her another task to complete? What happens
when Hawke makes Bee's mom leave her home and job and sends her to his families farm? What happens
when Cyndi decides to go to LA and asks Bee to go with her? Will she go? Will she stay with Hawke? What
happens when Bee is surprised at the condo? Will they harm her, or will she help them? Find out all these
answers and more in this awesome book!!!

Jamie Leigh says

oh. my. I absolutely love this series! And Hawke! what man! what a man!

Cara Ross says

So super excited for Sinful Rewards 9, to catch up with Bee and Hawke. I wanted to see how their
relationship has progressed and what the status is with Nicholas.
So in this book, we find Bee and Hawke living together after being thrown out of Cyndi’s fathers apartment.
Cyndi is supposed to be with them, but spends all her time with the Hollywood hottie. Bee can’t leave the
house, after Nicolas stunt at the night club, Bee has become more notorious than ever.
After a “small” misunderstanding with Ellen, one of Hawkes subordinates. Bee settles in to having her first
ever party, all because of her Mac & Cheese. Bee starts to feel that Ellen, would be a better fit for Hawke and
begins to feel very self-conscious. Add to that Cyndi’s invitation for Bee to come to LA with her Cole and
Hawke blowing up at Ellen for the way she has treated Bee, then snapping at Bee, send Bee’s sensitive heart
in to a panic. Now she doesn’t know what to do…I am going to leave it there, because I don’t want to give
away anymore of this story.
As always Cynthia Sax has written such an amazing story it has left me panting for more. How I am going to
live another month till Sinful Rewards 10 is released I don’t know. It is smooth and with no plot holes like
the rest of the Sinful Rewards series.
I give Sinful Rewards 9 10 out of 10.

Monique says

Bee is worried. Again. Still. Will there ever be enough money, is she good enough for Hawke, can she
succeed in her business? Will she ever belong anywhere, with anyone? Money is tighter than ever, she’s in
love, but is anything ever enough to make her feel secure? The big toe she stubbed is a reflection on her life:



is it the little things that sabotage everything? Or is she doomed to never make it? With only 3 more
instalments to go in this fabulous series, are things beginning to look good for Bee or is she making a
dreadful mistake? Who is the real enemy?

Catherine Crook says

Nine parts in. 3/4... 75%... Only 300 (roughly) pages left until the conclusion of our friend's story. Geez. Can
you believe we have been following this serial for NINE months?!? I never thought I could become invested
in a serial the way I have with this one. My phone alerts me the week of it's release. In which, I re-read the
previous 1-3 in order to get back into the Windy City. On a completely non-book related note, my 5 year old
is playing for the Cubs this year in Baseball. What are the odds that I might run into Hawke or Nicolas at one
of his games? Hehe. Okay, onto the review or my thoughts...

This books lacks the obvious kind of drama that the previous 8 held. To clarify, I loved this installment!
Forcing Bee to stay in "her" home to protect her forced a lot to happen within Bee.
*Bee had to deal with her strong feelings for Hawke.
*Bee felt jealousy when encountering Ellen for the 1st time.
*Bee was able to accomplish something she has always wanted to do, but was never able to do as a child -
throw a party! (A Macaroni & Cheese Dinner Party... there may or may not have been several proposals of
marriage to Bee that came from people other than Hawke or her Jelly Bean Billionaire!)

While always been an independent and strong woman, I feel this installment is preparing for Bee to do
something she has never had to do - stand alone.
*Cyndi, her BFF, has found her own two feet and leaves to LA with Cole. This move is temporary, but I
know (and so does Bee!) - she isn't coming back.
*Her Mom is taking a much needed "vacation" that is developing a friendship with a man that has the trust
and respect of a man like Hawke.
*Even Hawke is away for much of this book. Never far in thoughts, but she had to find her place with a
group of people that were not in her direct inner circle. I, for one, was VERY proud of Bee.

Ellen brings up such an interesting situation for Bee to be faced with. Jealously. She dealt with it when she
was pining for her billionaire, Nicolas. Jealous of his attention, his time and so much more. When dealing
with Hawke, she never sees him as a handsome man, but always thinks of him. Never sees him as her
"home," but finds one in him. Never sees him as the solution to all her problems, but he doesn't take NO for
an answer. While Nicolas offers Bee solutions, she politely declines because that is what a "good girl" does.
Hawke just takes care of "his girl." Ellen being introduced to the mix was great. The best part? She was
introduced without Hawke being around. Bee was given an opportunity to build up this developed story of
where the two of them (Ellen & Hawke) are destined to be together. Such a better fit. How can he not see
Ellen the way Bee does? I think this situation showed Bee's true feelings.

"I watch a lot of action movies. I know how to fight."
My former marine doesn't laugh at my feeble joke. "Dawg said Ellen pinned you to the floor."
"The pinning was brief," I lie. "I was resting, preparing for another round. She was about to face my full
fury."

I am eager to read the next one to see where the talented Cynthia Sax takes this serial. One thing I long for at
the end of the year of Sinful Rewards - Cynthia's go-to Mac & Cheese recipe. I know she is holding out on



us! (hint...hint... if she is reading this!)

BookJunkieeee says

 Sinful Rewards 9 : A Billionaires and Bikers Novella
Stars: 5 out of 5

Bee has finally chosen Hawke over Nicolas. Clearly she can not resist the tattooed former marine. But she's
still so naive. I think it drives me a little more crazy to realize in the 9th installment, Belinda is still so damn
stupid. I can not take it! Are there really women this way? It's like she's gaining strength and courage but she
still lack common sense.

“I like it too much also, and this scares me. He’s not my forever man. Hawke is poor, unable to help my
mom, Cyndi, me. He’s determined to get himself blown up, taking risky, low-paying assignments, and I won’t
have another man leave me, even if this departure wouldn’t be his choice.
Our relationship is temporary. "

Any woman whom reads the Sinful Rewards series have to find it a bit difficult to not like Hawke. I felt that
tug of chemistry between us from the very beginning. Ultimately, I thought she would choose Nicolas due to
her condition which I'm assuming is Asperger’s syndrome (lacking of common sense) but she sort of
surprised me by sticking with Hawke although she thinks he is poor and isn't able to provide for her. I'm a
little skeptical about the flow of their relationship and I keep expecting something major to happens. We will
just have to wait until the 10th installment to see.

Jodie Bivins says

where do Hawke and Bee go now

Bee and Hawke are explosive together. What is Bee gonna do can she overcome her fears? Will she ever
figure out who Mr Friendly? I just love this series. It is well written and passion is hot. You need to read the
whole series to really appreciate this book. Keep the laughter coming too.

Leticia says

A collection of 12 novellas; erotica surprisingly well written, with romance, a plot and interesting characters.
Good job :)



Sharrice says

I am so freaking happy Bee and Hawke are together I could scream. Sadly the new relationship comes with a
whole new set of obstacles. Bee finds a strong woman who works on Hawke's team. Bee wants to step down
as Hawke's girl but he's having none of that which is awesome.

I love Bee and Hawke's relationship. She still has the secret admirer who I really am dying to know who it is.
I can't believe this is close to the end of the series. Hawke is doing such a great job at making Bee feel safe
and loved which is great and everything she deserves.

Honestly, Bee has been growing so much troughout this series and this book really shows what a great
character she is and how much she's grown as a character, but she still has those flaws that make her a
realistic likable character.

Dying to read the next book, I know it's going to be amazing and I just love how Cynthia Sax writes these
amazing books where it's more about the characters growth than the characters sex lives.

Cocktails and Books says

Now that Bree's committed herself to Hawke, more of Bree's insecurities come out as she tries to figure out
where she fits in his world. When she meets a woman he assigns to her that's part of the organization, she's
convinced she would be a better fit for Hawke than her. In typical Bree fashion, her minds weaves all sorts of
scenarios that convince her that she needs to run from Hawke instead of staying where she is and building
something. Leave it to Hawke to sense Bree's craziness and put her mind somewhat at ease.

With Cynthia out in LA with Cole, her mom at Hawke's parent's place in New York, I look forward to the
next installment to see if Bree fully embraces her partnership with Hawke or if more self sabotage is on the
way.

Debbie says

Sinful Rewards 9 was a great catch up with Bee and Hawke. I love that we see that next step for them. Bee
has some fears and insecurities that she's able to work through and get over. Bee is Hawke's girl and we
believe that she truly feels that. And who can resist Hawke...not me. The character development gives
readers characters with depth and a relationship that has become stronger.

I'm really enjoying this serial and am looking forward to the next installment.

Racy says

Cynthia Sax has done it again. I love this series. You will find some parts funny and some parts so hot and
steamy.



Belinda is a secret freak. She loves to put on shows that Mr. Friendly her secret admirer who texts her and
ask her to do certain things for him. She knows that with every act she will get a nice reward because good
girls earn rewards. She thinks it is Nicolas, but I wonder. I do think it is sad that she is having to sale her
rewards that Mr Friendly is giving her. They are treasures that she charities. Belinda has a good heart and
feels she needs to carry the world on her shoulders. She feels she needs to protect Hawke and needs to
support her best friend Cyndi and her mom. The problem is trouble keeps finding her and she has no source
of income.

Hawke is a former marine who is deeply in love with Belinda. He would lay down his life for her and follow
her to the ends of the earth in need be. He tries to put there needs ahead of his and wants her to feel safe and
cherished. To Belinda though she loves him deeply Hawke is just temporary. She feels she needs someone
that could help support her, her mom, and her best friend. I think there might be more to Hawke then meets
the eye.

Nicolas is a sexy billionaire. I so wish Belinda can have both men. I think both need her. I think Nicolas
feelings run deep for Belinda. I believe Nicolas would give Belinda anything money could buy he just would
not leave everything behind for her. Belinda hopes to restore the friendship that Nicolas and Hawke once
had. Nicolas knows nothing about being a friend or apologies as far as that goes, but Belinda is determined to
teach him.

If you have not started this amazing series then you are truly missing out. Belinda, Nicolas, and Hawke are
traveling down this amazing journey and I can not wait to see where it leads.

Cris Conquers says

Yet another installment of Sinful Rewards was devoured, resulting in even more love for Bee, our
exhibitionist heroine and her protective and encouraging military man, Hawke. The story begins as Bee is
plagued by a gruesome nightmare where she is unable to save Hawke's life, no matter how hard she tries.
Her persistent anxiety regarding financial security, abandonment, and more frequently, the danger Hawke
faces at work, is taking its toll. But throughout the story, by discussing some of her fears with Hawke and his
sharing his own fears regarding her safety, Bee and Hawke grow even closer emotionally. Bee finally seems
to accept and openly display the fact that she is Hawke's girl.

Although there are some intense sex scenes in the novella, not as much seems to happen in this story
compared to some of the earlier installments. This is probably mostly due to Bee being forced to stay in
Hawke's apartment because of concerns for her safety. Bee does manage to host a bit of an impromptu
macaroni and cheese party where we finally meet the infamous Ellen and Bee shows that she's willing to
fight for her man (even if she can't really throw a punch). Apart from the main protagonists, I absolutely
loved that Bee's mom seems to have her own romance brewing and that Cyndi and Cole are still going
strong.

For me, this installment plays an important role in the series because Bee finally seems to embrace her
relationship with Hawke. She stops lying to herself about whether they're right for each other and the
possibility of leaving him and decides that wherever he is is where she belongs. I'm proud of the Birdman for
opening up about his own fears and getting Bee to open up to him. He is always so reassuring and
encouraging. And loving. And hot. Sigh. Twelve installments really just isn't enough Hawke for me.



In case you weren't keeping score, I'm completely obsessed with the Sinful Rewards series and with the
quirky, neurotic, emotional, interesting and sexy-as-hell characters Cynthia Sax has created. If you love your
romance with some dirty talk and your men with a protective streak, Sinful Rewards 9 is a must read.

Disclaimer: I received this book free in exchange for my honest review. All thoughts and opinions shared are
my own.

Ashley Jasper says

The start to this installment of the series was intense. My heart was pounding right along with Bee's. I love
Hawke and how he takes care of her and she him. Their connection only grows in the book. As their bond
deepens, the steam between them keeps getting hotter and hotter; coincidence, I think not.

I loved how Bee was willing to go to battle when she thought Hawke was in danger or had been harmed.
This introduced a new character to the mix and something tells me this person is going to play a vital role in
the upcoming books. Her loyalty and honesty are put to the test once again when Cyndi offers her an out
from her situation. Gah! Only three more installments to go!

Marlene says

Two of the more popular tropes in contemporary erotic romance are motorcycle gangs and billionaire
rescues. Sax manages to combine both of these elements in her Sinful Rewards series. By this ninth novella
in her serial, Belinda Carter has won the admiration of her billionaire business partner and the love of her
motorcycle man - who doubles as a bodyguard and owns a security company. But Bee feels as if she doesn’t
deserve her good fortune, and keeps trying to screw herself up. She has financial worries that she hasn’t
shared, and is on the run from reporters and photographers. Think of this as “The Perils of Belinda”, but with
sexual escapes.

Verdict: As the ninth book in an ongoing serial, a reader starting with this installment will feel dropped into
the middle of an ongoing story without enough background. While this novella is not complete in itself,
readers who enjoy the “rescued by a billionaire” or “alpha biker dude” tropes will want to start with the first
entry, Sinful Rewards 1: A Billionaires and Bikers Novella. Bee’s life is crazy, but never dull.


